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A combined meeting of the Educational Planning and Policy Committee of the Board of Regents and a Board Work Session

was held on Thursday, March 7, 2002, at 1:30 p.m. in the East Committee Room, 600 McNamara Alumni Center.

Regents present: William Hogan, presiding, Anthony Baraga, Robert Bergland, Frank Berman, Dallas Bohnsack, Jean
Keffeler, Richard McNamara, David Metzen, Bryan Neel, Michael O'Keefe, Lakeesha Ransom, and Maureen Reed.

Staff present: President Mark Yudof, Executive Vice President and Provost Robert Bruininks; Chancellors Donald Sargeant
and Samuel Schuman; Senior Vice President Frank Cerra; Vice Presidents Sandra Gardebring, Robert Jones, and Christine

Maziar; Executive Director Ann Cieslak; and Provost David Carl.

Student Representatives present: Kyle Althoff and Nicholas Maxwell.

Regent Hogan noted the presence of Daniel Feeney, professor of Small Animal Clinical Sciences and chair-elect of the

Faculty Consultative Committee, and Professor Charles Speaks, chair of the Faculty Senate's Committee on Finance &

Planning. 
  

  

CONSENT REPORT

The Committee voted unanimously to recommend approval of the following:

New Academic Programs:

• College of Continuing Education - Certificate Program in Direct Marketing

 

Academic Program Discontinuations: 
                            • University of Minnesota, Duluth - American Studies minor and Humanities/Classics

Program Name Changes:

• College of Education and Human Development  School of Kinesiology and Leisure Studies 
to the School of Kinesiology

  



 

POLICY ALTERNATIVES 
TO IMPROVE GRADUATION & RETENTION RATES

Executive Vice President & Provost Robert Bruininks introduced Vice Provost Craig Swan and Dean Steven Rosenstone,
College of Liberal Arts, who led the discussion. Bruininks explained that the basis of the discussion would be the report
Improving our Graduation Rates, which was prepared by a subcommittee of the Twin Cities Council of Undergraduate

Deans. Bruininks believes that this report is valuable because it has increased awareness of the problem on the Twin Cities
campus and makes recommendations for addressing it.

Swan and Rosenstone indicated that over the years a variety of explanations have been given for the University's relatively
low graduation and retention rates (such as location in a large metropolitan area, the academic preparation of students, and

the high proportion of employed students). The report suggests, however, that neither location nor the characteristics of
students is sufficient to account for graduation rates that are 10-15 percentage points below comparable institutions. What is
different at the University is the lack of expectations about progress toward graduation and the supports necessary to help

students succeed.

Swan emphasized that students benefit from timely graduations, whether they enter the workforce or pursue additional

studies. Rosenstone suggested that the University would benefit as well because less stress would be placed on the
institution's academic and physical infrastructure and the very best applicants would be less likely to choose comparable

institutions with higher graduation rates.

Swan and Rosenstone agreed that improving graduation rates will require a substantial commitment from students and the
University. Students must be challenged to consider themselves as students who work rather than as workers who take
college courses. Similarly, the University must be challenged to develop a broad strategy of institutional expectations, clearly
communicate those expectations to students, and provide the infrastructure necessary for success. Critical elements of this
infrastructure will be a tuition strategy that rewards students for more credit hours and a comprehensive infrastructure to
support students.

President Yudof endorsed the comments of Swan and Rosenstone, adding that improving graduation rates will be a long-term
process, but that the University should be able to chart a course that eventually will produce the desired results.

In response to questions from a number of Regents, Swan and Rosenstone indicated that most entering freshmen express an

interest in graduating within four or five years and take credits consistent with that goal. They attributed declining course loads
in subsequent years to the absence of incentives to take more credits, advising discontinuities after the sophomore year, and
the tendency for upperclassmen to allocate more and more hours to paid employment.

In response to a question from Baraga, Rosenstone stated that flat tuition rates and disciplined curricula encourage
professional school students to graduate on time. The adoption of a minimum credit load and the creation of course planning
templates could provide similar clarity for undergraduate students.

In response to questions from Keffeler, Swan reported that the percentage of Twin Cities students at risk has been
decreasing over the past five years and that General College admissions constitute a smaller percentage of new freshmen than
five or six years ago. Swan acknowledged that there is a trade-off between the number of General College students admitted

and their potential for success, but this trade-off continues to be an aspect of the annual compact planning process. The
success of General College students has been on an upward track.

In response to questions from Reed and Keffeler, Swan and Rosenstone agreed that establishing expectations will be the
most difficult to accomplish because there must be clarity regarding the University's intentions so that students, faculty, and
advisers all understand why these expectations are beneficial for students. Rosenstone added that the task force has identified
restructuring tuition and establishing criteria for full-time student status as the most effective tools for improving graduation and



retention rates. Keffeler indicated that she would be very receptive to a more aggressive tuition structure that would

accelerate improvements if we can assure that the necessary changes are made to create a supportive, barrier-free
environment for students. Reed expressed her support for a very aggressive approach, but she also endorsed the concept of
setting standards to meet the expectations of students who want to graduate in four years.

In response to a question from O’Keefe, Swan remarked that some students are concerned about advising and course
access, while others consider a minimum credit requirement to be an infringement on their freedom to make these decisions.
Consequently, plans for the creation of a student-faculty-staff committee will be critical to the success of this effort.

O'Keefe endorsed the concept of an aggressive proposal, but he emphasized the need to (1) consult students about existing
obstacles; (2) remove obstacles; and (3) monitor the institution's success in eliminating obstacles. He maintained that to do
otherwise will frustrate students and jeopardize the institution's credibility.

Student Representatives Althoff and Maxwell stressed the importance of advisers who can help students develop a plan for
success. Of particular importance will be the availability of professional advisers and access to courses that fulfill degree

requirements.

Professor Speaks commented that the magnitude of the problem and differences between the University and comparable

institutions have elicited widespread support among faculty for an aggressive strategy to improve retention and graduation
rates.

Yudof emphasized graduation rates have been brought to the Board's attention in order to give the administration a sense of
the Board's position on various aspects of this issue. He assured the Board that he will propose a tuition plan that will include
recommendations to address student concerns regarding minimum course loads and potential barriers.

INFORMATION ITEMS

Regent Hogan updated the Board regarding cooperative efforts between MnSCU and the University. The working
committee continues to meet and has agreed to target two issues, K-12 preparation and the academic focuses of our
respective systems. The working committee also has identified English, English as a Second Language, the underprepared
student, and possibilities for cooperative education programs in the metro area as additional topics for discussion.

Regent O'Keefe reported that meetings of the working committee are characterized by candid discussions, engagement of the
issues, and good working relationships. Executive Vice President and Provost Bruininks agreed, noting that the working

committee has identified priorities for future discussions and the need for additional working groups.

The meeting adjourned at 3:05 p.m. 
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